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Profs To Vote on AFT Bargaining Proposal Next Week

AAUP Challenges Motives

Bs MARK HALL
More than 1,100 SJS professors will vote
next week on a proposal by the American
Federation of Teachers’ local to establish
an exclusive bargaining agent with the
California State College Board of Trustees.
Recently, however, the San Jose Chapter of the American Association of University Professors challenged the motives
of the AFT in calling an immediate election rather than waiting for next fall.
AAUP President Charles Larsen charged
that the teachers’ union is pushing for a
collective bargaining election as soon as
possible to "add pressure to its fight to
become the exclusive bargaining agent for
the faculty at SJS."
TACTICAL MANEUVER
Dr. Larsen saw next week’s election as a
tactical maneuver on the part of the AFT.
"The only reason I can see for the AFT
to insist on an election this spring . . . Is

that it believes it will lose a tactical advantage if it waits until the Association
of California State College Professors
(ACSCP) studies are completed in the
The union’s vice president, Dr. John
Cahn, stated "since the AAUP and Dr.
Larsen are not taking part in the election
because of their refusal to cooperate with
us. I don’t see how Dr. Larsen can really
express a qualified opinion."
The union’s president, Dr. John Sperling, stated Larsen and the AAUP have
been against collective bargaining since
la.st February, even before the local branch
of the AFT came out in favor of it. "I
think Mr. Larsen has a long history of
opposition to the whole idea of collective
bargaining and therefore his comments are
not to be taken seriously."
Various professors have stated that the
election is stacked in favor of the AFT:
that a vote for collective bargaining was
a vote for the union. He explained that all

other independent taculty groups (California State Employees Association, Association of California State College Professors and the American Association of
University Professors) had turned down
invitations to appear on the ballot along
with the AFT . . . leaving the union as
the only choice if the voter were in favor
of collective bargaining.
Dr. Sperling was more specific in his
explanation. "The AAUP," he said, "does
not have local autonomy. Its national office has taken a stand against collective
bargaining, and therefore that group’s
alternatives are very narrow."
MUST OPPOSE IDEA
The union president pointed out, "The
only thing the AAUP can do now is oppose
the entire idea of collective bargaining."
Another group, Academic Council, which
is made up of representatives from the
different college departments, also sees
itself in the passible role of sole bargain-

ing agent, although it also declined to join
with the AFT in the election.
The group’s president, Dr. Gerald Wheeler, explained how the council would represent the faculty if it were chosen as
faculty spokesman. He said, "The Academic Council’s job is not to lobby for
things, but to simply speak out with one
voice for the faculty on issues that it (the
council) is specifically authorized to do
so according to its constitution.
Dr. Wheeler said those include "academic policy, faculty privileges, student
rights curriculum, and related areas."
Meanwhile the State College Chancellor,
Dr. Glenn Dumke, has requested that all
presidents of state colleges assist in bargaining agent elections, which are to be
held on their campuses in the future.
However, it has been learned that Dr.
Duinke has refused to join the AFT in
conducting the election.
Despite the substantial interest (more
than 700 professors have signed the pe-

tition calling for the election out of about
1,100 faculty members) in an election,
Chancellor Dumke replied "I must decline
your (the AFT) invitation."
FACULTY VOICE
Dr. Dumke said his refusal was based
on his contention that already the "faculty have a strong voice in the process of
policy formation and college management."
The AFT claims, however, that the relationship between the faculty and the
trustees is not close. Pointing to the 1.8
per cent pay cut of 1965 in support of Its
argument.
In light of Durnice’s refusal to assist the
union, Dr. Sperling has announced that
the American Arbitration Association
(AAA) win. be on campus to hold the
election under its auspices.
The AAA, is a national independent organization comprised of volunteer workers
who assist groups in arbitrating their differences and in working out settlements.
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Events Set Today, Tomorrow

VEIC, YAF Both Planning ’Celebrations’
For First Anniversary of UC leachld
Today and tomorrow is the anniversary of the first teach-in at
the Unievrsity of California at
Berkeley and two SJS organizations plan to celebrate the event.
Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF) will hold a birthday rally
today at 1 p.m. on Seventh Street
to celebrate their first year of
opposition to the Vietnam Day
Committee, Garth Steen, YAF
president, announced.
In contrast, the San Jose VDC
will travel to UC tomorrow to
participate in a rally honoring
the innovation of the first teachin a year ago.
VDC CARAVAN
The VDC will leave in a car
caravan from behind the cafeteria at 10 a.m., according to
chairman Beverly Bernardo.
Today the VDC will receive
some honorary awards -- YAF
style. Ira Meltzer, ASB attorney
general-elect will be given a free
beard shave. Emitt Wallace, New
Student p(x.t. and author of "Magna Cum Lyndon," is due to get
the YAFers’ award for Outstanding Literature Achievement.

Veto Vote Override

No. 125

By FRANK SWEENEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council’s decision not
to override ASI3 Pres. John Hendricks’ veto of the council directive
to hold his own recall election
may result in a temporary overthrow of the ASB government.
Ira Meltzer, ASB attorney general-elect, told the Spartan Daily

W e Believe

As the last few days in the ASB government of 1965-66
ebb away, we note with sadness that this particular government
has blatantly betrayed the trust and confidences placed in it
by students at SM.
The ASB President Wednesday night vetoed a Student
Council directive calling for his own recall election and the
council, by failing to override the veto by a 5-8-1 vote, literally
supported the president’s move.
The action of the president and the majority of the council goes above official duty by showing a contemptuous disregard for the democratic process.
By not allowing the recall election to take place, the goyernment has ignored the very basis of its existence the right
of the people to participate!
We are not arguing die rnerits of the recall. However,
we seriously question how rational is the thinking of those
who supported the veto.
Is it their concept that the wishes of the people are to
be disregarded when those wishes fail to conform with the
desires of the elected hierarchy? Or are they showing a total
indifference to public opinion?
As set forth by our founding fathers, the right of the
citizen to participate in government has been a bulwark of
the democratic way of life. The belief that the will of the
people shall dictate the direction of government is paramount.
The suppression of a democratic mandate, as seen in the
veto of a recall supported by more than 2,000 students who
followed normal, established procedures, undermines the people’s trust and confidence in their right to participatz in government.
When this right is denied, a tniscarriage of democracy
occurs. We believe such a tragedy in the democratic proem
has taken place on this campus.

Photo by Lou Buonomo

MADAME BUTTERFLY, played by Soon Hwang
Chun, bows to Gore, portrayed by Kenneth
Sprinkle, in a scene from the Puccinni opera to
be presented tonight at 8:15 in College Theatre.
The Geisha girls are enacted by Marsha McClashan, Kim Scroggins, Helene Joseph, Jo

Hubert and Patricia O’Neil. Repeat performances will be given Saturday and Wednesday
through Saturday, May 25-28 a+ 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are available at College Theatre Box
Office, Speech and Drama Building at 75 cents
for students and $1.50 for general public.

’Madame Butterfly’ To Premiere
Tonight in SJS College Theatre
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eninpor. magazines, Reed, Toner
and Ride.
Reed 1,1 a student -produced
litiirarN magazine; Timor, the
faculty magazine and Rule In
the Engineering Dhislon magazine.
The Mlle is on sale in the
likurtneering Building lobby and
Wed and Tower nee fead on
Sesenth Street and in front of
thii hook Id ore.

SJS, City Council Agree
On Street Jurisdiction

SJS and San Jose City Council
agreed Monday night on jurisdictional procedures over the closed
portion of Seventh Street between
San Fernando and San Carlos
streets.
A clarification was needed, according to Dr. Stanley Benz, dean
of students, because the college
wa.s uncertain about how much
control it could exercise over activities on the street. Seventh Street
is only closed temporarily mid
still owned hy the city.
The college will refer to C.’hiol

of Police Ray Blackmore requests
for use of Seventh Street for the
solicitation of funds or for any
meetings of groups or individuals
which would involve 200 or more
students or non-students, whenever this can be determined. Together with the request, the college will make a recommendation
that the request be granted or not
be granted.
Chief Illackmore pointed out
that the 2(Xl-pertion figure does not
have the function of limiting the
gathering,
size uf

Speech and Drama Building, reported yesterday that a few tickets
are still available for performances
tonight and tomornnv night at
8.15, Admission is 75 cents for
students and $1.50 for the general public.
"Madame Butterfly" will continue next week with performances Wednesday through Saturday nights, May 25-28, at 8:15.
A matinee is aLso scheduled for
next Saturday at 2 p.m.
In the opening night performance Janet Williamson will star
as Madame Butterfly, Sharon Gilbert vvill portray Suzuki, Howard
Budwin will play Pinkerton and
Byron Thomas will enact Sharpless. They will sign he seen
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
nigh ts.
’The alternate cast -- Soon
Hwang Chun as Butterfly, Sharon
West. as Suzuki, Carlo Micheletti
AS Pinkerton and Wesley Finlay
as Sharpless will play tomorrow
rind Thursday nights MAI At the
Saturday matinee.
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gPiep
’Sweet Charlotte’ at Flicks

Judiciary. The complaint htts not
Yet followed the appropriate
process."
If Pres. Clark does not act,
they will talce over the College
Union immediately af terwar d,
Meltzer said.
Meltzer said he will ask President Clark to:
Negate all legislation passed
by the present Student Council on
Wednesday.
Appoint a new ASB Judiciary
to hear cases of council members
who refused to override Hendricks’
veto.

Blatant Betrayal

’BIRTHDAY CAKE’
At the conclusion of the awardis
YAF will cut a VDC "birthday
cake." Speeches supporting the
United States effort in Viet Nam
will follow the cake-cutting ceremony.
First to speak will be Dr. Joost
Sluis, professor at the University
of California Medical Center. Dr.
Sluis returned last month after
nine months of giving medical aid
to civilians in Viet Nam.
Cary Coutler, Stanford UniverPuccini’s "Aladame But terfly" the story of a young geisha desity graduate, who spent six
months doing research in Viet will 01)011 tonight at 8:15 in Col- serted by an American naval lieuNam, will follow Dr. Sluis to the lege Theatre. Set in Japan at the tenant.
rollre,e Thea I re Rox Office,
speaker’s platform at 1:45 p.m. turn of the reel yr, the opera tells
Final speaker of the day will
be Miss Janet Greene, described
as an anti-Communist folksinger.
Miss Greene’s speech is slated for
2:15 p.m.

Three Magazines
Continue Sales

yesterday that this morning he and
several other students would ask
Pres. Robert D. Clark to override
Wednesday’s Student Council decision.
Pres. Clark was unavailable for
comment yesterday, lxit Hendricks
criticized the complainants for not
following proper procedure. "The
process to follow is to go to the

1

Torlay’s Friday Flick, "Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte," will be
shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium, at 7:30 p.m. for 35 cents adtnisslon.
The murder drama stars Bette Davis, Olivia Dellavilland and
Joseph Cnt t en.

Opera Performance Today
SJS international Student Organization %ill sponsor an opera
performance hy Robert. E. Medsen, a performer with the West. Bay
Opera at Palo Alto, today, in Cafeteria A and B at 3:30 p.m., according to T. C. Go,:i ia , spokesman for ISO.

Spartacamp Interviews
Interviews for Spartacamp Cortunittee 1087 will be held today
from 2:30 to p.m. In the College Union, Recording to Kathy Moffett.
newly selected director for next year’s (14MP. Eight students are needed.

Call an immediate constitutional revision conunittee "in ao
cordance with the principles of
democracy."
Nullify the judiciary’s decision placing ASB Pres.-elect
Jerry Spotter on probation and he
would take office on Monday with
the rest of the recently elected
ASB government
’PERSONAL PREFERENCES’
Pres.-elect Spolter told the Spartan Daily yesterday that he is
"appalled that members of council
have acted in accordance svith personal preferences rather than as
responsible representatives. However, the individuals who are protesting these actions are correspondingly irresponsible by not
working through the established
legal procedures."
Spotter said his appeal of the
judiciary decision is pending and
he would object to President Clark
intervening until the judiciary acts.
VIOLATE RESPONSIBILITY
"Because the ASB govertunent
has grossly and flagrantly violated
its responsibility to its electors,
and . . has unilaterally severed
its will ... from the students ...
. . . find ourselves with no
other course but to disavow our
allegiance to those who make a
mockery of our constitution and
to establish an interim government
representative of the student body
until such time as the recently
elected ASB government can talce
office," Meltzer stated.
"If President Clark agrees to
these four points there will be no
need to move into the College
Union. If we do have to take over
the building, we will do so until
such time as the new government
takes over." Meltzer said.
Hendricics, at Wednesday’s council meeting. said he vetoed the
recall directive because the election dates were txxi close to the
end of of his term and the elec.
tion would be a waste of student
money.
NO TIME
Hendricks stated that the recall
election would not he fair to either
side because there would be "no
time for intelligent discussion of
the issues."
The recall directive itisued during last week’s meeting was a result of a petition signed by more
than the required 2.000 signatures
risking for President Hendricks’
recall,
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Writers Speak Out on Issues
’YAP Ridicules Itself,’
Not YDC Committee
Editor:

Staff Editorial

’Vast Gray Area’
With finals rapitlly approaching.
the timeless question of the morality
of cheating arises.
"I ou are only cheating yourself?"’
This warning has been repeated to
countless millions of sdiool children
throughout the country and undoubtedly throughout the world. Many people think of it as a perfect truth. undeniable. unimpeachable.
Rut is there a circumstance or set
of circumstances wherein cheating
might be condoned. accepted by society? There tnay %sell be. Take for
example, the situation of the student
faced w ith a professor who places unreasonable and unrealistic requirements and work on his students. Is
cheating for an acceptable grade in
the class justifiable?
Perhaps a look at the meaning of
cheating might help to answer the

question. The term cheating carries
with it various meanings to various
people. One activity might be labeled
cribbing by an educator and a study
aid by the student. Studying from tests
giN en by a professor in pre% ions
semesters well might be called cheating. But is it really’? What if the professor advises studying in this manner?
There is not only a black and a
white area in the question of cheating.
There is a Nast gray expanse where
indh idal interpretation and morality
are determinants of cheating. There
is a middle ground where light and
darkness merge and intermingle freely.
In the final analysis, the question
of cheating is largely one of semantics.
Approval or condemnation should be
reserted until a thorough study has
been made.
--L.C.

Guest Editorial

Kennedy’s Draft Proposal
Senator Edward (Teddy) Kennedy
(D., Mass.) has proposed that the present Selecthe Service System be replaced with a lottery plan of selecting
men for military service. Kennedy’s
system would operate like a national
lottery with nutnbers drawn by a random process from a common bank of
all eligible men. Each man would become eligible for the annual drawing
as soon as lie turned IR. Once the
drawing was completed, he would
either go into the service or go free-exempt from further obligation except
in extreme cases of national emergency.
THE PLAN KENNEDY has proposed is far more egalitarian than the
present system of selection and deferment; it embodies the principle of
equality before the law. Special deferments for reasons of health or conscience would still be available, of
course. Ilut selection from those willing and able to sene would be fiee of
class, racial or occupational bias.

That is. it would be if Kennedy
didn’t provide for continuing deferments for college students. Since lower
class persons do not attend college in
the same proportion as the middle
class. student deferments are one of the
most discriminatory features of the
present system. Postponing one’s drawing for four years could be especially
attractive in time- of crisis and to merit
serious consideration, Kennedy’s proposal should extend the principle of
equality to its natural conclusion by
dropping the 2S category altogether.
ONCE THIS IS done, the proposal
becomes extremely attractive in its removal of the pressure now felt by male
college students. With his military obligation taken care of
either by service or by not having been drawn
a student could feel free to drop out of
school for independent research, travel
or work.
Minnesota Daily
University of Minnesota
May 10, 1966
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Thrust and Parry

It seems strange and tragic indeed that
the Young Americans for Freedom should
use such a solemn day as May 21 for the
occasion of jokes and buffoonery. True, the
day does mark one year since the founding
of the Vietnam Day Committee, but that day’s
implication, even for those who support the
government’s position, is of far too serious
a nature, to admit of imything but a rather
terrifying distorted humor.
Men are dying daily in Vietnam, men on
both sides, and whether one supports the
war or opposes it, the death of even one
human being is not a matter for "honorary"
birthday awards and the cutting of cake.
In taking such action, the members of YAF
do nothing but make a mockery of the things
which they sincerely believe to be true.
Through such appalling "humor," YAF does
nothing to discredit the VDC, but merely
ridicules itself.
John Hansen
A13377

Annoyed Student Protests
Pre-Registration ’Wars’
Editor:
I’m fresh from the pre-registration wars
and feel the need to write a letter of protest.
I was up at 4:30 a.m. and in line for preregistration before 6 so as not to miss an
important class. I checked all the doors and
found a line in front of one. The janitor, they
said, had agreed to open that door first at 7.
Considerably after 7, he let us in. We were
more than annoyed to find he had let a
couple of late-comers in another door and
they were ahead of us.
Through it all, the line crashers CUM?.
Surely no one welcomes them; you don’t stand
in line in the cold for two hours to let someone in ahead of you. You can’t expect the
fellow ahead to complain. It’s obviously up
to the one they’re edging back to object.
I objected to one and insisted on getting in
front of her. This same thing should have
gone on in back of me until she was in her
proper place.
I asked the fellow next to me why no one
objected. He said, "They don’t want to get
involved." If you’re tired of seeing the line
in front of you get a quarter again longer
while you look helplesly on, I suggest a few
people start getting "involved."
JOYCP Berger
A3798

Prof Supports Police
Suggests Tour of Duty
Editor:
Concerning the Thrust and Parry article
"Gallant Officer attempts Malthusian Thwarting:"
The author of this letter is most crude in
his satirical comments upon a local newspaper headline implying that a Los Angeles
patrolman murdered a "father to be." In
reading the original article, one finds out
that the officer was performing his duty
and that the speeding driver had in actuality
set himself up for this tragic end.
Placing your life upon the line is something
we take for granted of officers of the law.
Mr. Glas, may I suggest that you get out
into the real world and arrange for yourself

MI eight hour tour of duty with any uniformed patrolman. You will be quite amazed
at the risks they take for you while "in the
line of duty."
Yes! Support your local police. They support you.
R. E. Meeker
Assistant Prof. of BIOlinfy

Member Disenchanted
With Lecture Committee
Editor:
Having assumed the responsibilities of Lecture Conunittee Member last spring with the
best intentions of serving the interests of the
whole student body, I now wish to disassociate
myself from this Committee, which under
Mr. Cam Sawyer’s leadership seems to have
lost any semblance of a democratic body and
has neither purpose nor function, nor any
kind of organization left to excuse its existence.
I have not been notified of any meetings
for over a month and have not been consulted concerning plans for next year’s speakers. Mr. Sawyer has scheduled meetings in
the past at the impossible hour of 6 p.m.
knowing that I could not possibly attend)
and seems to be willing to sacrifice the ASB
programs to some personal political ambition
although 1 am not bright enough to be
able to figure out why or how!
In other words: Thanks for an interesting
ride, but I’d like to get off now.
Sonja Delevoryas
A9793

Writer Challenges
’Recognition of Agitators’
Editor:
The letter of A. P. Anderson (Daily 5-16)
brings to mind a saying I once heard: "It is
better to remain silent and be thought a fool
rather than to open your mouth and remove
all doubt," but let’s not get into a discussion
of personalities.
I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on your disclosure of the
"paid professional agitators" at our /est VDC
rally; you really outdid yourself that time.
Once more, the shaking foundations of the
Republic have been steadied by the firm grasp
of your hand.
I was also relieved to discover that you
have continued your yerbal expose of Adwan’s
perverted view of world history. When I read
your "Stop. Look. Listen." letter (Daily 5-11)
I was dismayed to discover that you had personally recognized SiX of those wily, devilish
agitators. Both of your admirers tearfully
asked me if "A. P. Anderson had gone over
to the other side?" Naturally, I assured
them that you were as good an American
as ever, but doubts still linger in their minds
when they thinlc you might have become the
first SJS stuuent to defect to the "bad guys!"
Say it isn’t so, A. P.!!
Well, Eagle-man (I hope that you don’t
mind being immortalized as such; your prose
about the "Screaming Eagles" had such a
profound effect upon me), this freshman
eaglet lauds your continued crusade against
the B-A-K pact boys (this would make a great
TV series) and would gladly join you in your
thrilling adventures, for how long could the
B-A-K pact boys possibly withstand the onslaught of a freshman eaglet and a sophomoric
Eagle?
I. Tornasson
A I 21148

Rabble Rouser
1.N

The biggest farce on his campus occurred la.t Sunday night.
The farce was the recognition banquet,
held e.ery year to recognize the achierements of outstanding students.
Or so they say.
’More like it’s the in-group patting themselves on the back.
I don’t mean to question any of the
individual awards. although some of them
were quest’
hie to point of ridiculousness. Rather, the slipshod, obviously
political basis for the awards needs questioning. a. well as the need for the recognition banquet at all.
One of the members of the committee
which is supposed to be in charge of the
awards is still waiting to be notified
of a meeting of her committee. This
means that all those ;mar& and skeleton
keys and niAly shields and spearements
and other pre.tigeful mark. of ASH
sycophants %ere handed out without the
permission of the authorized committee.

SAME OLD GROUP
What’s more important
scholarships that vere

Editor:
Student Council’s cynical and blatant disregard of the ASB Constitution yesterday
further exemplifies an irresponsible attitude
which prevails in many circles of student government.
One could expect Hendricks to veto Council’s directive of last week, calling for a recall election, for any politician will grasp
at a straw, however flimsy and absurd, in an
attempt to preserve his own position. But
Council’s refusal to override this veto is
sickening.
The ASB Constitution states that a recall
election may be called by a petition signed
by 10 per cent of the student body. This was
done. Council’s job wasand still is -to follow the letter and spirit of the con.stitution
and schedule the recall election.
Hendricks vetoed the directive, because he
said the recall election would occur too near
to the end of his term in office and because
the cost of the election was too high.
The former disregards the wishes of 2,242
students. The latter is speciousif Council
can lavish mounds of money on the football
team, it seems reasonable that it could see
its way clear to cast a few coin.s to students
who wish to make legitimate use of their
constitution.
It is interesting to note that the five who
voted to override Hendricks’ veto (Miner,
Davis, Lambrinos, C. Brown, and Graham’
hold their offices by virtue of election. Six
of the eight who voted to support the president’s veto (Schneller, Larson, Wolfe, Nordeman, Wright and Smith) were appointed to
Council by Hendricks.
Roger F. Allen
A1129

’Tower List Inaccurate
More Harm Thatt Good’
Editor:
I have found the Tower List to be inaccurate and ridiculous. It has done far more harm
than good. I agree with the student who defended Prof. Broyles. Having had no classes
from Prof. Broyles, I cannot defed his ability.
I can defend the ability of a professor I have
had, however.
Dr. Josephine Chandler, formerly of the
English Department, is undoubtedly the best
teacher I ever have had. She is the most
inspiring person, and the most dedicated of
anyone I have ever met.
Two years ago the Tower List gave her a
listing of "avoid." Shortly thereafter Dr.
Chandler retired, deeply hurt that her dedication and ability were not appreciated. Since
that time, whenever the subject of conversation. turns to "who was your best professor," many times I have heard the reply "Dr.
Chandler."
Recently a group of us decided to write to
the person we all believe is the best teacher
we have ever had. Dr. Chandler replied to
each of us saying that if more students felt
the same way, she would surely still be
teaching.
I, for one, would have liked to take more
classes from her. The Tower List has stopped
that possibility, and I am therefore very
bitter. Surely the student body can find a
better way of evaluating teachers that won’t
casue the best teachers to leave.
David Fink
A3041

YDC Member Suggests
B-52s Bomb YAF Rally
Editor:
Since YAF is so much in favor of the U.S.
scheme for a Greater Southeast Asia CoProsperity Sphere, may I offer a suggestion
for their rally: When they bring out the
cake on Friday, to light the candle they should
have 13-52s fly over and drop our peculiar
form of democratic process in the general
area; napalm.
San Jose State VDC will gladly arrange
all details.

’Last Sunday’s Big Farce’
By PATRICk liEFFFli

Refusal To Override eto
Described as ’Sickening’

is all those
... i .. antly

passed out like political favors to the
satne old group that showed up for diet»
last year.
Some of these people have been running
to the banquet with open palms and
sagging egos for so long they should be
given an outstanding kiss-up award.
The list of those who got recognition
and scholarships is impressive . . . and
very familiar . . . the same people who
have been getting their own way in student government for the past year.
REAL WORKERS
Why don’t the real hard workers on
this campus . . . the ones who have to
break their necks just to get through, thc
ones who spend long hours in laboratories
and working for the Blood Drive and the
Heart Fund and making toys for crippled
children and cooking dinner for foreign
students and a I
lred and one other
activities that have no connection with
ASH, but provide service for the entire
student body --stand up?
Maybe next year the committee will
meet and look extra hard and find some
students who have tried to help their
fellow man, instead of their fellow council
representatives.

Brian liestxr.9
A9191
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Out -of Town Drivers
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Texas Appeals Court
Orders Ruby Hearing
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SJS MEMORIAL CHAPEL, first opened in 1952,
will reopen next fall with a completely remodeled interior, including new carpets, pews to
seat more than 100 persons, stained glass windows, new altar furniture, new lighting, an organ,

Chapel Reopens in Fall
By DON DUODALE
Spartan Didly Staff Writer
The SJS Memorial Chapel, used for 14 years
as a facility for weddings, club initiations and
discussions, will reopen next fall as a beautified,
inspirational retreat for personal meditation as
well as a center for group activities.
The chapel, located just south of the Tower
Hall area, was closed three weeks ago for exten.sive interior modernization.
Completely new carpeting will be installed,
vvalls painted and paneled, and new pews installed in place of the folding chairs now in
the chapel.
New ceiling lights will be put in, as well as
spotlights for the altar area, new altar furniture, an organ and an audio system for playing taped music.
When the chapel is reopened, music will be
played continuously during hours the building
is open. Chapel hoin-s formerly were 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, but expanded
hours are planned when modernization is completed.
Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate dean of students, activities, is chairman of the committee
planning the chapel’s renewal.
Dean Tomes commented last week, "The new
chapel presents an opportunity to contemplate,
to be alone, to sort out the many ideas on
our campus.
’’There is a need to have a wide variety of
()pinion, but we need a place where the individual can be by himself. The chapel will fill
this need," she said. "Students will have an
opportunity fur personal, spiritual development."
Paraphrasing a speaker she heard recently,
Dean Tomes continued, "We can synthesize
only when alone. We need an atmosphere of
calmness, beauty and serenity. where we can
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develop a personal philosophya way of living and thinking."
She emphasized that the chapel cannot be
used for group religious services, since a state
college cannot be a part of the establishment
of religion. The chapel will continue to be
used for weddings and club functions.
Also planned are stained glass windows for
the front and rear of the building. Designer
of the windows is Harry E. Powers, assistant
professor of art. "I had the designs completed,"
Powers reported, ’’and then went to San Francisco to hear Stravinsky (Igor Stravinsky,
Russian composer) conduct his own concert."
So impressed was Powers with Stravinsky’s
music that he threw out his designs. "The
subtle beauty of Stravinsky’s music made me
think even more subtle richness could be incorporated into the window." Powers said.
"Our designs looked shabby after hearing
that concert."
Powers explained that stained glass is an
old technique, used by all religions. Small
pieces of colored glass will be attached to both
sides of a piece of clear glass, with epoxy glue.
Powers explained.
The modernized chapel will be coordinated
with the landscaping of the Tower Hall area,
to make the lighted window show up at night.
The modernization was made possible largely
by the sale of some stock given to the college
in the early 1950s by Mrs. John Crummey,
although college organizations are also contributing.
Mrs. Crummey gave the stock in Food Machinery Corporation (FMC) to the college
YMCA to be used for the improvement of
religious facilities on campus. When the college YMCA was dissolved in 1962, the stock
was transferred to the Associated. Students,
with the approval of Mr. Crununey. The stock
is now worth more than $5,000.

Pike Ccils Abortion Law ’Evil;’
Urges Disobvtpnce in Some Cases
PI
SAN FRANCISCO
Episcopal Bishop .Tames A. Pilcc
has branded Californiia’s abortion
law as "evil" and urged the state’s
physicians to disregard it in cases
r,f women who. in early pregnancy,
-

Home Ec Club
The Home Economics Club will
hold its last meeting of the semester tonight at 7 in Hl. Mrs.
Una Wood, a consumer specialist
from the Food and Drug Administration in San Francisco will speak
tibmit "cosmetics ..m1 Fraudulent
Labeling."

emiliaeled German measles.
Bishop Pike said Wednesday that
"civil disobedience is entirely
called for" in regard to the law
which forbids abortions except in
cases where the life of the Pregnant woman is in danger.
"Let US hope that it --the civil
disobedience spreads sufficiently
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AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) Texas’
highest criminal appeals court has
ordered "without further delay" a
sanity hearing for Jack Ruby, the
condemned killer of presidential
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald.
Ruby ignored news of the ruling
that may save his life, his sister,
Mrs. Eva Grant said.
She went to his Dallas County
jail cell to tell him, shortly after
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals made its ruling Wednesday.
Mrs. Grant said she felt that
her brother’s mind had deteriorated so much that he could not
comprehend the significance of the
ruling.
Ruby has been kept in a cell
by himself since killing Oswald,
two days after President Kennedy
was assassinated, Nov. 22, 1963,
Dist. Judge Louis T. Holland
of Montague, Tex., vvill preside
at the sanity hearing in Dallas.

Arizona ’Saucers
To Land at SJS
Flying Saucers have been sighted in Arizona and will land on the
SJS campus Tuesday, according
to Randy Seeger, president of the
Parapsychology club.
SJS students will be able to
see unidentified flying objects and
hear others who have seen them
at a sneak preview of "Phenomena 7.7," Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The 70-minute color movie was
produced by Dr. Frank E. Stranges, an expert on the subject of
UFOs. It recently played to overflow audiences for three nights
at the University of Arizona.
Admission is a $1 donation from
faculty and students and $2 from
the general public. Only faculty
and students will be admitted to
the 2:30 p.m. showing Seeger said.

Banquet To Honor
Chemistry Students
Seven Chemistry Department
students will be honored tonight
during a recognition banquet to
be held at the Paul Masson Mountain Winery.
An annual event, it is sponsored
jointly by the department and the
student affiliates of the American
Chemical Society.
Awards will go to Anna L. Chiu,
Thomas A. Mowles, Richard M.
Arluck, Thomas S. Dobashi, Duane
Bucknell, Duane Olson, Daniel M.
Dye and Wesley Tanaka.
Presentations are to be made
by Dr. Bert M. Morris, professor
of chemistry, and Rees Padfield,
president of the student chemistry
society.

and ..ipenlyso that the attorney
general and the Board of Medical
Examiners dare not revoke the
licenses of a large percentage of
the physician.s of the state, thus
risking ever greater outcry from
the public who are thus denied
proper medical attention." the prelate said.

297-3030
2954238 1433 The Alameda
552 Routh Bancorp
Rodgers end Harnmerstein’s
Held over for second big week.
Greatest Musical Hits
Winner of 3 Academy Awards,
Anthony Quinn es
"THE KING AND I"
also
"ZORBA THE GREEK"
"CAROUSEL"
Both in color and the wonder of
full range stereophonic soma
0674026
14a02 Rig Resin Ws,
Academy Award Winner
Julie Christie in
mil smith k inn
"DARLING"
2944544
also
Motorcycle Misfits on a Wild Spree
"MARRIAGE ITALIAN STYLE"
"MOTORPSYCHO"
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paneled walls, and an audio system to play continuous taped music. The chapel will be designed
es a personal retreat, as well as a wedding
chapel and an initiation place for campus groups.
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If your girl friend has
been giving you subtle
hints to go out for dinner, (and I am sure she
lias) then do as the little
lady saysTAKE HER
()UT.
Take her to Roltannon’s
where she trill really have
something to cheer about.
Now, gang. ail together:

II hut

st Tell?

SAN JOSE

AUTO MOVIE
496 Rooth First
197147711
295-5005
N. 13th to Gish 11(1.
Cary Grant
"THE BIRDS"
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST"
Akn
also J. Wayne in
"MARNIE"
’’DONOVAN’S REEF’’

DRIVE -1N
South Screen Alma
North Rivera
294-2111
%Inv
Great Race"
’
"Bambi"
"WEEKEND AT DUNKIRK"
also
also
"Insid
"DO NOT DISTURB"
Daisy Clover"
"Those Calloways"

He said he will confer with defense attorneys and Dist. Atty.
Henry Wade to decide upon a
trial date.

Engineer Majors

I um heons
Tuesday thru Friday
Dinners
Tuesday thru Saturday
Banquet Rooms dtnilable
for Fraternity and Sorority
Dances
1465 W. San Carlos St.. Sae Jose
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To Pre-Register
The Engineering Division will
conduct preregistration for classified upper division engineering
students and graduate students
next week.
According to Mrs. Elizabeth
Cowan, division secretary, students will present their approved
preregistration cards to the division office, E143, according to
the following schedule:
Senior group I and graduate
students, Tuesday, 8-8:30 a.m.
Senior group II, Wednesday,
8-8:30 a.m.
Junior group I, Thursday, 88:30 a.m.
Junior group II, next Friday,
8-8:30 a.m.
All of group III, next Friday,
12 noon-12:30 p.m.
Areonautics and industrial technology majors may preregister for
engineering courses by seeing
Thomas E. Leonard, professor of
aeronautics, or Dr. Duncan Williams, associate professor of mechanical engineering.
Scheduling will be done by machine for each gmup between 9
a.m. and 12 noon. Notification will
be posted for all schedules not accepted for each group before 1
p.m., and adjustments will be
allowed during the afternoon periods.

once again ...
does the impossible!
And brings to you,
the students of SJS
the Fantastic & Amazing

POP BOTTLE STAND
Win Terrific Prizes
"It’s impossible!" states
Gary Farrington, SJS student
To be found only at the
Greek Carnival between the Dornut
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Gamma Phi Beta
siipports I:reek Week
WHILE AT THE CARNIVAL
TRY YOUR LUCK ON OUR

WANTED
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Used Lightweight
Girls’ Bikes
If found, and if in good
condition, see Paul’s
Cycles. Big Reward Offered.
1435 The Alameda
2934766
IiicsltrarnstressTratifrst

WHEEL OF
FORTUNE

A

AND WIN THE BEST
DONUTS YOU EVER ATE
Free cigarette,
-11:B7SMOSMintliffinlitWariliTinWVIWFA.
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SPRING
DAILY
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DISCOUNT
DAYS
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Super Surprise Specials
Come In and Gasp!!!

cpartan gookstepe
"Right on Campus"
1401 So. 1st

293.4570

292-1266
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Greek Week

Derby Day, Carnival Slated
Six bands %%ill play .it the
Greek Carnival, sponsored by
Kappa Sigma fraternity, today

.; ti in. to 11 p.m. at the
volleyball courts between the
men’s and .enen’s dorms. The

San Jose State Baha’i Club
Invites
San Jose State students and faculty to a dismssion on world topics which are in relation
to a New World Order. You can find out about
this dynamic New Faith which is destined to
become a potent world force.

"Man is created to carry forth an ever-advancing
civilization."
Baba’ ullah
Tonight at 8 p.m.
231 E. San Fernando #12.

centers to compete in relays and
other sports events.
A parade around the campus,
in which all contestants for
Derby Darling and their house
presidents will participate, begins at 12:30 p.m.
The Olympics, who have made
such records as "The Bounce"
and "Good Loving," will sing
at the dance Saturday night
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 1500 Almaden Road. The Ike and Tina
Turner Band will also provide
music.

NIona.e.mo

Phone 294.3480

Saturday at 8 p.m.
95 Fairview Plaza, Los Gatos

eini is part of Greek Week /ACtivities. which began Saturday
with the pushcart races sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, and will run thmugh
tomorrow.
Greek Week will conclude toMOITOW with Derby Day, sponsored by Sigma Chi fraternity,
and a dance sponsored by the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC
Derby Day, to be held at the
fields between the dorms from
1 p.m. to 3 p.m., will be an opportunity for all women’s living

Phone 35,1.6957

VACATION VALUES AT R/A
GET WITH THESE
NEW SUbtMER STYLES

31111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111

llth Street Beat
Greek houses begin a hectic
weekend today as they round
out the final phase of Greek
Week.
Kappa Sigma Carnival will be
held today from 3-11 p.m. between the women and men’s
dorms. Tomorrow, Derby Day
and a dance sponsored by Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)
will conclude Greek Week.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority will
hold their annual Senior Breakfast this Sunday at 11 a.m. at
Rickey’s Hyatt House.
Alpha Phi sorority will also
hold their Senior Breakfast Sunday at 10 a.m. at Blackberry
Farm in Cupertino.
Sigma Kappa ,nrority will

sponsor a charity booth Saturday from 3-11 p.m. in front of
the men’s and women’s dorms
Profits from the event will be
used for the house philanthrophy,
the Maine Seacoast Mission.
Theta Chi fraternity will hold
their booth, Theta Chi Zone, at
the Kappa Sigma Carnival.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity announced that the Jewett
G. DeVotie award was given
to Stanley Carnekie for the
spring semester. The award is
given each semester to the most
outstanding officer.
Sigma Nu fraternity brothers
yesterday celebrated the 15th
anniversary of the founding of
the fraternity at SJS.

Dive into trim, new

COEDS!

"PEARL
DIVERS"

HALLS OF IVY
ROOli isliu0ARD
Spacious Living.
Apartments also available.
Get your Fall reservation at:
Ph. 297-1814

102 S. Ilth St.

A

’The Drina
iwith The RAINBOW COLORS"
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Try a GRIFF’S CHEESEBURGER and
you’ll never again settle for less! It
combines the taste delight of a
GRIFF’S HAMBURGER and the delicious, tangy goodness of AGED
CHEDDARS, processed by KRAFT,
GRILLED TO PERFECTION and
ItsB.euryNeld piping hot, on a TOASTED

THESE FIVE MEMBERS of Alpha Phi sorority
sold cookies Wednesday efternoon on Tenth
Street to promote Derby Day, to be held tomorrow from I p.m. to 3 p.m. at the field be_

tween the dorms. The event is sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity. From left are Sue Prindle,
Claire Olsen, Melinda Morrow, Kathy Roderick
and Sally Kolthoff.

LSD ’Trip’ Experiences

Inner Space Secrets Revealed
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
article in a three-part series concerning LSD.
By JUDY WALTER
Spartan Dully Stuff Writer
The mysteries of the mind
have been the subject of speculation for centuries, but until
recently whatever secrets the
inner space of the mind might
hold have remained out of mach.
The discovery of mind-altering
drugs, such as LSD, has brought
those secrets a little closer.
includMany young people
have used
ing SJS students
these drugs as vehicles for trips
to inner space, despite the warning of many doctors, educators
and psychologists that the drugs
are not for casual experimentation.
With the rash of articles dealing with the drug, most of them
pointing out their dangerous aspects, few of the experimenters
can plead ignorance. Why, then,
they talce the drug?
WHY?
"Adventure, the belieUthat it
might change their lives and the
fact that they have talked to
other people who have taken
the drug" are some of the reasons suggested by Dr. Ben C.
Finney, SJS associate professor
of psychology and counselor,
who says he has talked to many
SJS students vvho have taken
the drug or "are toying with
the idea."
He estimates that there is
widespread use of such drugs
on campus. He says he always

recommends students to tell him
they are interested in taking
the drug not to take it, "but
they- usually go ahead and take
it anyway."
Where do students get the
drug? There is no legal distributor for the drug in the United
States since Sandoz, the only
licensed distributor, quit production earlier this year.
The Federal Food and Drug
Administration has indicated
they have received many reports
that the drug is being produced
in college chemistry laboratories.
NOT HERE
This is not true of SJS, according to Dr. Ralph J. Fessenden, SJS associate professor of
chemistry. He told the Spartan
Daily that lysergic acid, the
compound from which the drug
is made, isnot now and never has
been produced in college laboratories, and that he knows of no
experiments being done with it.
It apparently is not hard to
find the drug, however, judging
from the number of students
who have taken it. "Anyone who
really wants to take the drug
can find some within an hour,"
Myron Stolleroff, president of
International Foundation for
foundaAdvanced Studies a
tion which has studied LSD for
years, said at SJS recent drug
symposium. Dr. Finney agrees
that "the sources are there."
REACTION
Reactions to the drug apparently vary with the individual.
The varying reactions may be

FOR THE MAN ON THE

MOVE
Student Attache Case

I /

1966 surfing trunks with that faded look
even when new! Grommet-laced front,
15" leg, back wax pocket! Really tough
100% cotton woven diagonally to stretch
when wet, contract when dry. Choose
yours in olive, coral, yellow or blue.
$5

Check these vacation winners:
SURFER JACKET in oxford weave
16.95
nylon, has big ring zipper.
HENLEY SHIRT, short sleeve cotton knit

in navy with white trim.

3.95

4 DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Do you always have more books and papers than you
can carry? Now you can carry everything you need ...
in style. This hard-box case liaa plenty of room for all
those textbooks and notebooks. Perfect for weekend
trips, too. In addition, it has a three-section file in the
cover.

Hours 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

$13.95

FREE! BALLOONS FOR THE KIDS!

DUC-BACK NYLON SURF TRUNKS,
6.95
fast-drying, durable, lace front.
MALIBU SURF JACKET, competition
st ripes. I n dark green or blue.
13.95
AND MANY. MANY MORE!

SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

BURGER
Keyes at 10th

BARS
San Jose

330 S. 10th St.

BOOK STORE

soon in the following statements, both made by SJS students who have taken LSD.
"I suddenly uriderstood what
life was about, and birth, death,
immortality, time, space, and
consciousness all converged and
at the same time fell into place."
"I seem to be in a race track
with ten thousand other people,
running . . . running . . . too
afraid to turn back for fear
of being hurt, I don’t know ol
what."
Stolleroff suggested that the
conditions under which the drug
is taken accounts for some of
the difference in reactions. He
also said that the reaction depends on psychological makeup
of the person taking the drug.
on his repressions and value
system.
’OTHER WORLD’
Many students speak of tho
drug favorably. A junior psychology major said, "I saw my
mind picked apart by every
enemy I ever had, then I put
it back together again by myself. It was like dying for a
thousand years to live happily
for a million."
A sophomore home economics
major relates, "Acid let me me
know who I was. I took it on
the dare and it was the most
wonderful experience I ever had.
The wails closed in on me and
I went through them up to the
Milky Way. I was a star burning;
forever, but there was no pain.
"I think that world is the
real world, but knowing that
world exists makes this world
bearable."
The coed’s enchantment with
"the other world" is reportedly
a common reaction. Stolleraff
commented at the drug symposium that the danger lies with
those who have had "good
trips." "Without sufficient life
experience . . . they find new
worlds and are completely willing to give up old values."
He told of two young people
he knew who had taken the
drug, and "thought they had all
the answers. They no longer
wanted to go to school or work."
By saying the rest of society
is wrong, and oFtracizing themrelves," he said. "they don’t get
anywhere."
Dr. Finney compared this
reaction to that of the lotus
eaters in Homer’s Odyssey, who
having eaten the lotus were so
enchanted they lost all desire
to return home.

4

KNTV Reviews
Railway History
Of S.C. Valley
A tour on the old interurban
railway system, or high-speed
trolley line, which once ran
through Santa Clara Valley will
highlight tomorrow’s "Perspective" program broadcast at 9
a.m. over KNTV, Channel 11.
Faculty Producer Frank McCann, associate professor of
speech, said the program, which
covers the period from the 1906
earthquake tn World War II,
"describes in a nostalgic way the
calm, placid existence of the
valley."
The program is the fifth in a
six-part series in which he explains the historical aspects of
the area.
"Perspective" is produced by
SJS students in the television
studio of the Speech and Drama
SD117.
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’Cherry Orchard’
To Open Monday
"Chekhov’s "The Cherry Orchard" will be staged Monday
and Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in
Studio Theatre as this semester’s
Rehearsal and Performance product ion.
Members of the Drama Department’s ads anced acting class
will comprise the cast and handle the various technical aspects
of the presentation.
Director Hal J. Todd. chairman of the Dratna Department,
called the play tragi-comedy
representing "the end of a certain era, the beginning of a new
one at the turn of the century.
It shows the loss of values and
a system, a way of life in
Russia."
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’REAL CHALLENGE’
" ’The Cherry Orchard’ is a
great play for actors," he continued. "The characters are tremendously complex and present
a real challenge."
For the SJS performances
some of the roles are double
cast, Honda Gay Lewis and
Janet Ross will portray Madame
Ranevsky, owner of the Cherry
Orchard. Terry Somcgli and
Judith Radu will enact Varya,
Madame Ranevsky’s adopted
daughter. Bonnie Shirley and
Terry Lumley will play Anya.
Madame Ranevsky’s daughter.
Gaev, Madame Ranevsky’s
brother, will be enacted by Robert Ryan and Kurt Smith. Lopahin, a merchant, will be portrayed by Stanley A. Anderson

27 Students
To Receive

Jr. Trofimov, a student, will be
played by Gary Sacco and
Steven Trinwith.
Eddy Emanuel will be seen as
Semyonov-Pishtchik, a landowner. Stephanie Weston and Susan
Hafenfeld will portray Chariotta, a governess. James MeRory
will enact Epihodov, a clerk.
OTHERS IN CAST
Others in the east will ix,
Betsy Jarrett and Christitia
nti:icl;
Schwarz as Dunyasha,
Edwin Green as Firs, an 87 year-old valet; Ken Kopec as
Yashu, a young valet, and Trinwith and Sacco as a vagrant.
Steve MFIZO is stage manager
and Sally Kemp is costume designer.
Dr. Tod(’ cc:timer:led that if
the demand is great enough,
extra performances will be presented Wednesday and F’riday
at 3 p.m. Admission for all performances is 75 cents. Proceeds
will go to the Kerr Scholarship
Filed for drama students.

KSJS Log
Kti.11S-11-’91. 90.7 inc,
5:00 p.m. TGIF
6:00 p.m. Transatlantic Profile
6:15 p.m. Spartan Sports Special
6:30 p.m. Art of the TV Documentary
7:00 p.m. Portrait in Jazz
7!30 p.m Dilemma

Art Awards

met Brescoll
DR. DOROTHY KAUCHER, professor emeritus, congratulates
William Keeler, winner of ihe Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest. Keeler, senior English and drama major, won a
$50 award in competition with five other SJS students. He presented contemporary poetry by Theodore Roethke.

English -Drama MajorWins
Oral Interpretat;w1Contest
William Keeler, set; .t: English and drama major, won a
$50 award in the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Interpretation
Contest for his presentation of
"Roethke the Man," contemporary poetry by Theodore
Roethke.
Others participating in the

Need To Confront Prejudices
its
sitLOTTE WONG
seartan Daily Staff Writer
"We need to become honest,
to expose ourselves to criticism,
to confront our prejudices," Dr.
Conrad Borovski, assistant professor of foreign languages, told
Wednesday’s Faculty Book Talk
audience in the Cafeteria.
"Andorra," by Swiss playwright Max Frisch, was the
focus of remarks by Dr. Borovski, who was recently named
professor of the year by Tau
Delta Phi, men’s honorary scholastic society.
Frisch’s 12-scene play takes
place in a mythical country
called Andorra. It concerns a
man who has an illicit affair
abroad and who brings. his child
Andri into his own home, explaining that the child is a Jew
he rescued.
"The boy is raised to believe
he is a Jew, and the good town
people make it difficult for him
to become anything but a
’Jew,’ " Dr. Borovski explained.
"Andri is discouraged from be

coming a catpenter but encouraged by the people to seek
money by becoming an accountant. Thus he becomes a Jew,’’
the spealcer added.
Praising Frisch’s work for its
"almost classical clarity," the
reviewer commented, "There is
in all of us, especially if we
-----

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
lust present you staff r
ASB card
Movie & Still
Supplies
Cameras
Equipment
Projectors
printing
developing
repairs
rentals

245 South First

think oursehes good. the idea
that others should conform if
they want to be accepted by us.

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Worship Sunday at
9:30 a.m. College St udy Class
0:30 a.m.. I I a.m.
aommearowlm!!"

SALE
SUITS

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

COLUMBIA BACON
ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAK
FRYERS

lb
lb.
lb
lb.

494t
85c
84c
39c

RETAIL
From $45.50
To $100

CARNIVAL
Today, 3 p.m. -I I p.m. Between Dorms.
Raffle prizes donated by:
KENNY SHOES
PAUSON’S
PIZZA HAVEN
MAGOO’S PIZZA
ROOS ATKINS
M and J MARKET
VAUGHN’S

Working on
Term
Papers?
We have all
the Supplies
You name it. and we hare it in term paper writing aids
and supplies. Typing paper. index cards, folders, term
piper manuals. and even No-Doz are just a few of the
items tve hare to help you on your tray to that 1".

california book co.
Main Stort, 134 C. San Fernando St.
Annex, 457 E. San Carlos St.

SLACKS
Worsteds . . . Twills
. .
Reverse TwIsts . . . Dcron
. Blends
. etc
RETAIL
From S12.95
To $24.95

LESS THAN
1/2 PRICE
wijurr
lk4.

From
To

Frorn
To

RETAIL
S29.50
S59.50

SALE
$14.88
$29.33

SALE
S 6.33
$12.33

RETAIL
$5.95
$8.95

SALE
$2.88
$4.33

SWEATERS and JACKETS
Vnecks . . Sleeveless . . . Cardi
gans . . Golf jackets . . . Wind
breakers . . etc.
SALE
RETAIL
From S 8.95
S 4.33
$12.33
To 524.95

SPORT COATS
wools . . . Dacron -Wools . . . Da
cron-Cottons . . . Blends . . . etc.

Flannels
Wools

SHIRTS
Sport shirts . . . Short sleve dress
shirts . . , Button downs . . . Tabs
Solids . . . Stripes . . . Tattersalls

1,0?

SALE
S14.88
$49.33

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Whotesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding H

, n

VAUGHN’S
Across from SJS College
125 S. 4th St. Ph. 292-7611

WORSHIP THIS WEEK
in the church
of your choice

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist
Student Center)
441 S. 10th St.

Tit I -C

lite Alameda at ShaAa

STUDENT WORKS
The exhibit features works
by 57 students. It will run from
Monday through Tuesday, Ante
10, and again June 27-July 1.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 1:15-5 p.m. Sunday.

Worsteds . . . Sharkskins . . . Gabe,
dines . . . Dacron, . . . Wools . . .
Dacron -Cottons ...

are pleased to announce that Fr. Younge
will be our new Chaplain beginning next fall.
S
lay 5:30 p.m., Holy Communion
Thursday 7 a.m., Holy Communion
at
300 S. 10th
Chapel of Reconciliation

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

CASII AWARDS
An award of $50 each will go
to four seniors, four juniors, four
sophomores and one freshman.
A graduate student will receive
a $100 award.
Seven sturittnts will receive
Exhibition Awards at the assembly. One $50 and two $25
prizes will be awarded. The winning pieces were selected from
entries for the annual Student
Art Exhibition vvhich will open
Monday in the Art Gallery, east
wing of the Art Building.

Wholesale and Retail

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS

1111, Stl. NM):
9:45 a.m. Seminar: Rill Johnson, College Nlinister
from Flagstaff. Arizona.
5:45 p.tn. Seminar: Lambert Dolphin, Assistant
Manager of Radio Plsies Lab
at Siatiford.
3rd and San Antonio Streets

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats

Canterbury:

SPARTA1

ttn: tt:t ttn, belt! Tuesday in
Studio TI:ealge, Wert’ Carolyn
Harris. Nyla Sharon Lyon, Leroy McDonald. Cheryl Steffan
and Natalie Thompson.
The award for excellence in
oral interpretation is named in
honor of Dr. Kaucher, SJS professor emeritus. She was a member of the Drama Department
faculty from 1930-1957.
A nationally-knovvn figure, she
has written several books, including a triology on her experiences in flying: "Wings
Over Wake." "Armchair in the
Sky" and "On Your I.eft the
Milky Way."

Seventeen SJS art students
will receive cash awards totaling pirlo at the annual Art
Awards Assembly Monday at
11:30 a.m. in the Art Quad. In
addition, 10 students will receive honorable mention awards.
The presentations will be made
in two categories: Honor Awards
and Exhibition Asvards. For the
Honor Awards three pieces of
work from each of 58 students
were judged, said Dr. Robert
R. Coleman, associate professor
of art and assembly committee.
chairman.

Kappa Sigma

SUNDAY, MAY 22
Wedny Foundation
at 4 p.m.
Donation 50c
2 blocks from school

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11
College discussion group: 9:45 p.m.

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 294-7033

!!-=!!,

Sunday,

May 22
’ The Disturb,
by Rev. "Shcriy Coilms
and 11 a.m.
8:45
YOUTH CONCERT 17 p.m )

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
8 45 a.m., I I a rn., and 5.15 p.m.
Church Service
Bible Classes 10 e.rn
George "Shorty" Collins,
Baptist Collag
John M. Akers, Pastor

First Baptist C.hurch
the downtown church
catering to the college community

_

PARK PICNIC
Worship Sunday
Frst Methoditt
St Paul’s Methodist
Snnla C! & 5th San Salvador & 10th
30 & II a.m.
9:30 & e.m.

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

tif
stile

Chapel
of
Reconciliation
300 s. loth

-

9:30 a.m. Liitheran Worship
United Campus
I 1 a.m.

Christian Ministry

Worship
8.30 & II .m. Morning
9.45 a.m. Collage "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club
198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pestor

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
Regular Open Meetings
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

79 South 5th

295-1771

I:

V’ %RYAN

Friday, May 20, 190)

DAILY

In NCAA Tennis

Grid Recruiting Rosy
Claims Frosh Mentor Happy Racket Hopes To Fly in Miami
Orgaiuzation and a better athletic name for the school have
made things look rosy as far as
football recruiting is concerned.
Assistant coach John Webb annoctnced yesterday that the Sp11Etans are sure to get both more
qua3ity and quantity on the freshman grid team than in the past few
yetirs.
’This year we have done a
mote efficient job of searching
out good players with grades, we

Custom Cleaners
between 10fh and Ilth
481 E. San Carlos

final performance
Friday & Saturday
8.20 p re.

"Ti-iE HAVEN"
(1,

Spec;a1

Actors Repertory Theatre
25 "’

Sar Saivador

The Wardrobe

its LEE. JUILLERAT
Spartan Dully Sports Writer
Some join the Navy to travel
and see the world. Raul Contreras I silt up tennis and has
seen the United States.
The No. I man on the 15-3-1
S.IS tennis Warn, Contreras will
take in FOillt. more of the country’ immediately after finals
uhen he and three teammates
fly to Miami. Florida for the
NCAA Championships.
Miami represents a sort of
h,angcorning for Contreras, who
Isafan playing tennis seriously
four years ago after battling in
t he U.S. I nterna t iona I Tourney
in the Florida city when 18 years
old.
Since then, the 22 -year old
Mesico City native has covered
a major p.,rtion of the U.S. while
competing on tennis circuits.

akin t waste time. Last 31.ar WO
were disappointed on many boys
when we found out late that they
(lid not have the grades," Webb
explained.
The personable coach also gives I
, recognition to last year’s football
win streak at the end of the sea -1
son and the national recognition
track star Tomrny Smith is brine, ing to the school as factors in the
improved recruiting results.
"We also have more recruiting
help, and the fraterneties are cooperating in housing visiting players and Garrtma Phi Beta sorority
has fed the visitors every Friday.
night," he continued.
This advanced recruiting should
help Webb’s prediction of the
freshman team --- "Vs’e’ll surprise
everyone"come true despite an
excellent schedule.
For the first time, the Spartans
have convinced the Stanford frosh
, to play in San Jose, and the
Papooses will come down for a
Thursday night game.
Another highlight of the scaled tile is a contest with Taft Junior
College. predicted to be among
the top five jaycee squads in the
nation next year.
Other games on the schedule aro
with the California. Fresno State,
San Francisco State and Santa
clara frosh squad. and a season’.i)
,peiva.

NAN JOSE WINS
His biggest Will% have come
close to his new-found home,
however.
Two weeks ago. he blasted past
five opponents to win the singles
championship in the West Coast
Athletic Conference on the SJS
courts.
"When I won, I throw my
racket and jump and am very
happy," fondly recalls the likeble Cont rents.
In daubles play, he teamed
th Rodney Kop to power for
.. at crown also, completing a
,..an sweep of the honors.
Kop and Contreras will join
ces in Miami searching to at
.st upset some-top-seeded corn..eations.
’I think we will upset a few
ants. We both try real hard
4 get along fine," relates Con. ras.
Contreras rates himself a
tter doubles player. "Speed,
Ilexes. and volley" are his basis
a. the opinion.

YesealImPiesikilaPageakotee..," 1

STORE FOR MEN

Bakmas

presents ...

Flotver
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages

f*

for all

QUICK PLAYER
.-,tanding only 5-7, Contreras
ks the size for a dominating
me and prefers to rely

Occasions
292 0462

10fh & Sanfa Clara

"WHY PAY MORE?"

Economy Brake Job
All Four Wheels
Including paris and labor,

$17.95
alignment
tune-up
Spartan Gulf Service
Santa Clara at Tenth

295-9358

exciting New Diamond Styles
... Unsurpassed Palle

Ir. SHIRT
SPAMSH MAIN
by t’..1,7,GREGOR

14IL.ILIARS

WEDDING
TRIO

tke cycling man a
rTggi

in

’

loth

etwehrrian

from KAY farriers

an
McGregor

Le Ski,’ St.ani.,h Main

COAST
TO
COAST

. ,

cotton me,h

we"Mm.

w:

range of color tones
c:ompliment every guy’s tan

Reg $199
Jai

. Elcid and da,hing with its
the -shoulder stripe
"-at r’ings the neck. Contrasting
)ri ;leeyes and bottom.

$5

’149
N6 MONEY DOWN
,..rr
SI 50 WEEK
ITS 0.11L
TO OINI
KAY!

Choose from an insienntg seleceon of advanced desqns in your elms Of
I4K yellow or white gold.
onlf quer, s.,eved
nee Jeweler,
,

on his quickness. Pressuring his
opponent and playing by the net
after
are his primary goals
winning.
"Beat the opponent as badly
as possible. The minute he gets
a chance, he builds up his confidence. By defeating him as bad
as possible, you keep the psychological edge. It makes a difference in attitude for the next
time."
Contreras applied his philosophy throughout the season and
finished with only four losses
for the year.
In one of his more impressive
showings, he slammed over
seven antagonists to win the
Ojai Intercollegiates.

University of Southern California.
His father also won national
recognition, but not on the
courts. A member of the 1924
Olympic team, the elder Contreras was a leading ,javelin

JC CHAMPION
Last year, he indicated his
ability by reaching the Junior
College finals before dropping
a match, but fought to the doubles title with his Fatthill Junior College teammate.
Contreras enjoys his tennis,
and timing fun.
"When we are down in Los
Angeles we forgot to pick up
Yit Louie from the airport. We
went to the airport to pick up
a car and jUsY left him there.
He got back about an hour later
- - he had to take taxi."
Road trips also can be a joy
with general RFing.
"We play around a lot and
make noise. Louie gets much
from us because he is the team
captain."
The 1968 Olympics. slated for
Mexico City, are only a 45minute drive from his home.
"Already about six are living
at our home for the Games.
And everything is going along
fine. They should be great fun,
too."
ATHLETIC FAMILY
Tennis ability runs in the
family. Contreras’ brother captained the Mexican Davis Cup
team from 1959 to 1964 after
.tar,
intercollegiately at the

RACKET TOSSER Raul Contreras hopes to unleash his weapon
in the NCAA tennis championships in Miami over June 13-18.
Contreras and three teammates make the trip immediately following finals hoping to pull some upsets.

Linksters Shoot for NCAA Title
Spartan golfers return to familiar and friendly ground June
22 to open an effort to capture
the NCAA Golf Championships
at Stanford.
The last time the Spartans
traveled to the Palo Alto school
in quest of the NCAA title, they
came back winners behind individual champion Bobby Harris.
That was in 1948.
Since then. the Spartans have
enjoyed success against Stanford
on the Indians’ home course, including a victory this year.
Defending champion Houston
rates as tournament favorites, with
SJS coach Jerry Vroom ranking
defending runner-up Los Angeles
State as a good choice to retain
that position.
After these two, Vroom sees
a "mob" of schools evenly bunched,
including SJS, USC. Arizona State,
Oklahoma State and Purdue.

GIVE THEM

99

Defending individual charnpion
Marty Fleckman of Houston is
back to defend his laurels and will
receive stiffest competition from
Arnie Dokka of LA State and
George Boutell of Arizona State.
Dokka is a two-time Western Intercollegiates champ and winner
of the National Publinx affair this
season.
Leading the Spartan effort for
the titles will be Ron Cerrudo,
who was ineligible in all but one
match this season as the Spartans
racked up a 9-3 mark.
Cerrudo competed in the Master’s Tournament this year and
earned third team All-American
status in 1965.
Terry Small, who won the individual title in 1964 and was
a first team All-American last
season, and Ross Randall, Western
Intercollegiate champ in 1964 and
ritnner-,a, in Northern California
imirramisammissmor

If You Don’t Know a
Thing About Cars ...
_
Don’t Worry!
(1
WE DO

4, W.
$149
S2 o Week

$99

$’

OPEN MONDAY and THURSDAY
EVENINGS UNTIL NINE
$)99
qoq $4.10
$3 a Week

Seq. S549
8349
S3 fl a Week

14,1 S695
$479
15 a Week

Leave all your car problems to the experts. Everything
from a lubrication to a major overhaul is handled efficiently. Also you will benefit from the low budget prices
for all car care and discount prices on nationally known
gasoline.
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED
EZY CASH STAMPS GIVEN

ChlOOSE YOUR CHARGE PLAN:
The Werreirnbe

PlAn

30 60, 90 Day,

NO SERVICE CHARGE
ALSO BANKAMERICARD snd
FIRST NATIONAL PLANS
A

i r.FCOND

Downtown

65 So. Fir,t St.

Valley Fair thopping.Cenfer
Sunnyvale

209 So. Taaffe St.

78 S’ 4th St

in schools," recalls Contreras.
He has no qualrns about the
switch, although a mistake cost
him a year of eligibility. He
attended Texas A. & M. one
year to learn English, and a
year of eligibility was lost.
Since then, two years at Foothill anti the recently-completed
season at SJS have extinguished
except
his collegiate career
for the NCAA tourney.
ALL-OUT ASSAULT
And he plans an all-out assault
in Miami to wrap up his play in
winning style.
The impressive array of collegiates at Miami fails to faze
Contreras. "I like to play somebody I think is better because
I try real hard."
Crowds help the friendly net ter to play better, too.
"I like to play in front of
people and play real hard and
hear them cheer," he candidly
admits.
The clay courts in Miami also
figure to his advantage. Growing up in Mexico City, his experience came on clay surfaces.
On the West Coast, however,
none are found.
Although doubles partner Kop
has little experience on the clay
as cement
(calico)
courts,
courts are used almost exclusively in the West, Contreras is
confident the pair can cop some
matches.

STAMPS
WE

thrower.
It was his brother \shit urged
Contreras to come to college
in the U.S. "He felt he had
improved because of the competition. In Mexico, competition
is limited to clubs- little is plaVed

SILVA SERVICE 295-8963

Late for Class% We’ll Park It For You.

NCAA JUNE 13
The NCAA play begins on
June 13. Contreras hopes to
leave immediately after his last
final on June 9 to get in pretourney play.
Presently, he is back to hard
play after laying off for a week.
Contreras expects to get his
game at a peak by the champion.ships.
And should the happy netter
pull a few upsets, it is almost
a certainty that the air will be
filled with proud yells of victory
and flying tennis rackets.
"And if I not do well, well at
ha\ e tried."

Sf. Joseph’s Church
(San Fernando at Market)

Medal Play last weekend, are other
Spartan hopes for the individual
championship.
Prior to the NCAA extravaganza, one Spartanyet to be
namedwill golf for the West in
the East-West All-Star match,
also held at Stanford as a preliminary to the NCAA competition.

Lectures on the Teachings of the
Catholic Church on Thursdays from
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. This series is
a continuing course and people interested may start at any time. No
cost no obligations everyone
invited.
For further information or
private appointment
please call 292-4124

If You Think this
Looks Good . . .
You Should Taste It!
Actually it does taste better than it looks, especially
when you consider the last, efficient service that goes
along with each null!. Our Steak Dinners won’t offend
your wallet either. because all our food is priced with
the college student in rnind.
Try this . . .

New York Steak (Special Cut) $2.05
Serred wish fresh vegetables, potato. green
and bread and butter featuring a nowt

salad.
chili

OPEN 24 HOURS Fridays and Saturdays
Free parking at Al’s and Earl’s
39 S. 3rd St.

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara St

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PICKING UP
SPLINTERS
By JOHN JACKSON
The collegiate baseball season may be over, but for a good
percentage of the 1966 Spartan team, the end of the college schedule
means only a temporary lull in the bat action and a chance to get
in a final practice session with the boolcs before the finals season
opens.
Once the last final is filed, however, a good percentage of the
sports-loving diamondment will discard their street shoes, don
their cleats and make for various semi-pro diamonds throughout
the state.
islie
IN
The nearby Santa Clara Missions will be the recipient of many
of the Spartan baseballers’ excess energy, as Dave Gigliotti, Pat
Garvey, Joe Ward, Al Taylor, Charley Nave and Tony Hertumdez
all will sharpen their batting eyes for that team this stammer.
Shortstop Tom Brandi and outfielder Bruce Young will try to
hook up with a team closer to their San Francisco homes, while
Carl Tognolini and Steve Egge are among other Spartans who %ill
be using their gloves and bats to benefit semi-pro nines.
All the players mentioned will be back for another crack at
collegiate opposition next spring. Since fall baseball is mandatory
for varsity candidates, this means these fellows will be participating
in the so-called spring sport all year round.
Meanwhile, back on the home front, coach Ed Sobczak, free
from the headaches of having to take finalshe just has to grade
themis doing his part to bring the Spartans a winning season in
1967.
The energetic mentor has been making the rounds of local
high schools giving the prospective Spartan greats the big recruiting pitch. So far, he reports no finds in the Willie Mays, Hank
Aaron class, although he still is entertaining hopes of landing at
least another Dave Mettler or Bill Schmidt.
While we’ve still got baseball on the mind, we might mention
that shortstop Tom Brandi claims a .300 batting season, although
the official statistics list him at .292 with 19 hits in 65 at bats.
Brandi points out that he went one for one in an exhibition game
again.st the Philadelphia Rookies. Had the hit counted officially, the
right-hand belter would have been 20-66, good for a batting mark
of .303.
While we’re on the statistic kick, it might be appropriate to
point out that most people who are in a position to know, claim
that freshman records are about as valuable and useful as a twoday old copy of the Spartan Daily.
A case, or rather cases, in point, are frosh pitchers Bob Grover,
Pete Hoskins and Rod Christen.sen. The trio combined for a 1 and 20
record and a 6.53 earned run average this year, but both freshman
coach Dan Chiolis and Sobczak agree that any one, or possibly all
three, of the hurlers could be winners for the varsity next year.
And, a winning pitcher would be as welcome to Sobczak as a 1967
Rolls Royce.
allittill111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIft

Intramural Announcements
GOLF
A record 132 golfers are set to
tee off today in the all-college golf
tournament which gets under way
at 10:30 a.m. on the Santa Teresa
links. All golfers should check the
Intramural Board for tee off times.
4

SOFTBALL ’
The Fruits virtually wrapped up
the independent fast pitch softball
champion.ship Wednesday with a
15-5 trouncing of the ’’B" Ballers.
The Fruits’ fine hurler, Junior
Esteves, added the clincher onto
the winner’s fine season by tossing a two-hitter.
In other fast pitch games
Wednesday, the second place
Moulder Men downed Sigma Alpha
Epsilon No. 2 7-1, Alpha Tau Omega No. 2 stopped Markham Hall
6-5, the Newman Knights upended
the Beavers 8-5, Allen Hall beat

WAGG 8-6, and Air Force RCYTC
and the Fat Men didn’t play due
to a double forfeiL
Top individual fast pitch performances were turned in by Rob
Friedlander, who homered for the
only SAE run in the loss to Moulder, and Rick Graff, who belted
his second rouAd ’friPP6r or t1Te"
year to lead Allen to its third
straight win.
In the quarter-finals of the
Intramural slow pitch tournament
Wednesday, Theta Chi stopped
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 4-2 as Denny
Smith drove in two runs with a
home run for the victors; Alpha
Tau Omega was awarded a forfeit
win over Pi Kappa Alpha when
the PiKA team used an ineligible
player and the Weineses scored
three times in the first inning and
held on to eliminate the Tip Ins
3-1.

!Friday. May 20. 1068
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Record Traffic Tomorrow? Maybe
By LEE JUILLERAT
sporton Daily sports Writer
Rush-hour traffic usually reaches
a peak about 5 p.m., and Saturday
will be no exception.
SJS traffic director Bud Winter,
also track coach. expects fleet
Tommy Smith to pull away from
the traffic jam in the 100-yard,
100-meter sprint at 5:10 p.m. and
the 220-yard, 200-meter curve at
5:50.
Traffic at the finish and on the
roads tu the SJS track figure to
be more congested, however.
Winter expects the majority of
those attending the AAWLI Conference Championships at Stanford
will jaunt over to San Jose to
view Smith attempt his record
assaults.
Local track fans, plus some who
just would like to see a world
record set, are expected to Join
the battle for a view of the two
runs.
Naturally, a heavy compliment
of SJS students will be out to
see Smith and the rest of the field.
Competition gets under way at

4:15 on the Spartan oval i.vith the
steeplechase.
Field events start at 4:30 p.m.
v.illa the javelin, high jump, pole
vault, long jump ancl shot put.
Smith also runs his first race
of the day in the 440 relay anchor
leg.
Because the meet is not a regularly-scheduled event, 50 cents
admission charge will be levied
to SJS students and a $1.50 charge
to others.
In the 440 relay, Pat Moran, will
fill in for the ailing Tim Knowles.
Knowles’ condition for the remainder of the season is doubtful.
Doctois advised him not to run
and Winter does not know how
long rehabilitation will take.
Knowles’ injury is either a severe strain or a cramp. He sustained the injury last weekend
while running his 220 leg of the
880 relay at Fresno.
Pushing Smith in the 100, which
will have two finishing tapes, one
at the yard distance and another
about 10 yards farther at the 100
meters mark, %%111 be teammate

Wayne Hermen.
Former SJS stars Maurice
Compton, Lloyd Murad and John
Twomey will run in the first heat.
Competition in the 220 rests
mainly with Mermen. Others pushing the Spartan flash will be
Miguel Gonzales, Mexican Olympic tearn member, and SJS frosh
Bob Talnuidge.
The other events aid to make
the afternoon interesting.
The triple jump, despite the
absence of SJS ace Craig Fergus,
boasts top-field with Durrell Horn,
Les Bond, Lincoln Jackson and
Cornelius Frasier taking a hopstep-jump.
Fergus will miss the meet with
a leg injury and additionally has
a military reserve commitment.
Horn also jumps in the long
jump with Frasier and Moran.
In the high jump, Vance Barnes,
Gene Johnson, Herm Wyatt, Ed
Johnson, Gene Zubrinsky and Terry
Doe should test the seven-foot
mark.
Talmadge, Mexican Olympian
Salvador Medina, Dave Archibald

and John Barnbury go in the 140.
Former Spartans Roger Werhe
Winter expects another outstand- and Jeff Chase head the field of
ing time and tight finish in the pole vaulters. Poling for SJS Will
run.
be Jim Beam and Pat Butler.

TOMORROW NIGHT
SATURDAY MAY 21
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Presents the most action packed show
to hit Northern California

RONIE0 PALMED’S
I l

Jet
V S.

(woihrs

tN COOK
Heron ti Holder at 223

Writ. .1 4/F111

In Flaming 2 out of match race.
Cates open at 1::to p.m. Elimination,. 7

1..111.

Two Short Dashes Require
Many Hours of Preparation
Tommy Smith’s pair of dashes
tomorrow will take a total of
about 31 seconds. But hours of
preparation will have ’gone into
setting up the track, securing officials and having record forms
available -- just in case.
The meet itself was originally
unscheduled. Coach Bud Winter
added the event to give SJS students another chance to see Smith.
For the past week, the coach
and groundskeepers have been
tending the track to make conditions ideal for the record assaults.
Tomorrow morning, Winter plans
to hand-water the surface about
10 a.m. The afternoon winds are
expected to tone the track by
5 p.m.
Checking the watches, by starting them at the same instant and
clicking off at a signal, also is

among the necessary morning
duties.
Yesterday afternoon, surveyors
measured the distance to assure
the races will be run over the
legal lengths.
And, of course, a wind machine
and tender will be on duty watching to see that the 4.475 MEUCiMUM
allowable breeze clues not wipe
out any record possibilities.
As for Tommy, "You never
know. You just give him the opportunity. He’s been sharp in practice this past week," reports coach
Winter.
The coach also expects little
Wayne Hermen to be a key. The
fast-starting dasher has consistently aided in pulling Smith out of
the blocks.
Besides the overflow crowd,
news media coverage from around-

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

the-nation is expected.
Winter exhibits articles from
the London Daily Telegraph, the
Miami Herald, the Washing-ton
Post and Turkish and French
magazines featuring Smith’s
achievements
especially the 19.5
220-yard run two weeks ago
as
evidence of his world-wide fame.
San Jose students are lewd to
arrive early if they hope to find
a viewing place. The limited seating generally poses a problem at
even ordinary meets.
Winter hopes the large crowd,
which should aid the Men’s P.E.
Department with the large revenue expected, will point up the
need for additional bleachers.
"Maybe someone will complain
enough and we’ll get some action,"
wishes Winter.

THE BEST SEAT IN
THE HOUSE IS
WAMNG FOR YOU
Complete Wine and Beer Selection
1.35
Steak Sandwich
Small Steak
2.10
Jumbo Burger
N.Y. Steak

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
Fi,e Parking

545 S. 2nd St

NEW FROM GRODINS PANTS PIT

$89 regular
$134 special

JRS ENTERPRISES
Phone 286-5392 Evenings

ALL COLOR

not..Cols"end"tek.".nrogistmd trollo4orks .00.1i identify Nitrite prolut of Its Con-Col. (.464

HAGGAR
"SNUG -DUD’
PANTS
in Forever Prest Hopsacking

Let’s hear
it for the
cheerleaders!

For casual good times, for on the -go ease, these super-slim
slacks will lead you a good life.
They keep their knife-edge
press forever and you can forget about the iron. Snug fitting,
pre -cuffed wash pants, a little
dressier than the rest, in Navy,
Clay, and
Cambridge.

BERG’S MEN’S WEAR

8.95

stropud belt included

52 SO FIRST ST.. SAN JOSE

Everybody cheers for ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the taste you never get tired of ...always refreshing. That’s why things go better with Coke...after
Coke...after Coke.
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN 10SE, SAN JOSE, CAUFORNIA

_:1

SATURDAY
2:30 to 4:30
SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW SHOP MON. THRU SAT. UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
VALLEY FAIR SHOP

1.25
.95

Friclny, May 20, 19RA
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BILL&COIN
CHANGER
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Changes To ’Humanize’ Logic
By ANNE CARR
sgartan Daily Staff Writer

eibRO
I

"It’s a sign of the times," blares

the radio. Beside it, John Typical
I sits blinking at a confusing array
JULIAN
4
0

F-717

of letters and dots in triangles.
These signs are supposed to tell
him what is logical.
For nearly a semester John has

SANTA CLARA COUNTY INVITES
ALL STUDENTS TO ATTEND
"CAREER DAY"

been gathering terms like "truth
table," "syllogism" and "disjunctive proposition" in an attempt to
pass Philosophy 57 (logic). Like
most in his class, he took the
course to fulfill a general education
requirement.

of Dr. Eugene Freeman, chairman
of the Philosophy Department,
about a year and a half ago. Convinced that something should be
done to make logic more meaningful for students from a major
other than philosophy, Dr. FreeNow, he knows more about how man suggested a "humanization of
to arrange letters in a "valid" logic."
configuration than any boy on the
Next fall, four members of the
block.
Philosophy Department, Assistant
This typical student had really Professors Anthony R. D’Abbracci,
hoped to develop his reasoning L. R. Eastman Jr., Thomas P.
powers, but for him, logic was Mueller and Michael F. Schmidt,
will teach Philosophy 57 with
not all that logcial.
a format and content significantly
LOGIC ’HUMANIZATION’
different fix-ern those of the past.

The plight of John and others
Instead of preparing a small
like him came to the attention nttmber of students for Symbolic

HOWARD’S

Tuesday, May 24th

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

Students of all classes are urged to visit the County’s
Career Information Center, set up all day at tables
near the liOrary. Talk with representatives about the
many interesting professional job opportunities in the
County Government in such fields as: Health Care,
Social Service, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Accounting, Biology, Wild Life Conservation, Adminstration, and many others. All forty-one departments
will be described.

DON’T MISS IT!
411111111111111111=1111M11111111.1111111=1116.
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OZ. N.Y. STEAK

$1.80

Soup or Salad, Vegetable and Potatoes

Try our large variety of
quality meals at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7fh and Santa Clara

One Block from US
ernme.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
STUDIO & I bedroom apts. from $45 per
’ iurkSELORS i 21 k , i ,-. ,,
sERVICES IR)
, 292.9400 day or nite.
S -rra privve lirls ce,.
. Enql rrtr r’ding se.c.eta..
$69.50.
Large,
rates,
STUDIO,
summer
GUARANTEED TYP’
’
ACCURATE,
FAST.
WANTED: 3 -drawer wh,t0 desk. Knee- re ,,, -_-se’or. Di. iny room. Also 2 .
carpets, drapes, furnished, soft water. ING in my home. Editing upon request.
hole or corner model. CaIl 264-4198.
k 1 r t
S mc work experience pre 659 S. 9th. 296.1822.
259-5118.
r, ..-3C.
AUTOmOTiVE 12)
2 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. $125 all TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
NATIONAL .rrri. 3 nccounti,g trainees.’ year round. 1 block from SJS. Water &
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 orn.
q, Age to 33.1 garbage paid. 298-7113, mornings.
rr pr BS r’65 HONDA 305 SCRAMBLER. Excelr rornpleted. This is an1
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INlent condition. 1,500 miles. $625 or best
duplex.
$95
a
furnished
RENT
summer
for
chance
Lrlimited
ie., cn. w:in
SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
offer. 379-9425 after 3 p.m.
cement. To 5650. Same co. also month. 2 bedroom, piano. washing ma- 286-5386. 707 N. First St., Suite #I.
’62 CORVAIR MONZA. $850 nr best n-ed, Industrial Euy;n,ers. Must have done. Civic Center. 294-5839, evenings.
offer. Phone 295-0910 after 5 p.m.
BSIE. To S700. Both positions SPAC-IOUS APARTMENTS To-r-iummar. 21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
BSME
mar., fee jobs Low rate.. I block from campus. Call rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
’55 FORD. 4 door. Average looks, but ate Pen. paid 6/ co.. also
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
exceptionally fine running. Powerful V-8, I ay.prabre. Personnel Search Agency, 296 4965 after 6 p.m., er McCullough
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. 5 years typI II W. St. F.O. 204.
4 good tires, brakes, radio. $190. 286- Communi’y Bank
_
_
ing
for SJS students. 258-4335.
John. 286-8181
4096.
HOUSE, four bedroorns, fully furnished. THESIS - MANUSCRIPTS - PHOTOTypists
50
plus:
Electric
WANTED
12th near William. Garage. Available COPY. Marnie Nolan, 286-2620.
’59 PONTIAC CATALINA, r/h. rebuilt
engine. good condition. Call Dave, 294- br,iness machine operators, and clerks June 100, 8130. Phone 252-4247.
iernpo.ary summertime assignments.
CHILD CARE by young mother for sum2853.
San Jose to Redwood City inclusive. NO COLLEGE MAN. Single room. Kitchen, mer months. Fenced play yard. Prefer
TV,
&
livingroom
privileges.
115
S.
14th
Temporary
Personnel,
’62 RED MONZA, four speed, two door, FEE. OLSTEN’S
tsvo to three year old. 297-5927.
oCall Jan Sachs, 294- 3I4 Commuiiity Bank Building. 286-8400. St. Call 286-2704, evenings.
VAUGHN’S SEMESTER CLEAN-UP. Vz
7910
1 & 2 BEDROOM furnished apts. Pool. sale. Suits, sport coats, slacks, shirts.
HOUSING IS)
121 N. 8th. Summer & fall from $85 fo jackets, sweaters. 125 S. 4th.
’63 LAMBRETTA.
.-ellent condition.
$130. Manager, apt. 1. 297.5203.
Only 800G mries. $220 or best offer. Paul
NOW RENTING for summer session. 1
Edelstein. 295-6019.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
bedroom furnished apts. Tradewinds, 633 LOW SUMMER RATES for I & 2 bedTRIUMPH CUB. 700 tn. Dirt & S. 8th. $75 per month or rent weekly. room modern apts. 65 S. Ilth. 293.3126.
NEED RIDE EAST. Destination Mich.
Stott
manager,
Mike
377-8641.
See
Free
parking.
$200.
Also, modern 3 bedroom, 2 bath apt. Will help drive, & share expenses lf.er
467 S. 8th. 297-8640.
’56 VESPA. R.Jns r.r;-. $50. ’61 Vespa. eviarfingsL3r weekends. Phone 286-4260.
June 13th. 293-7877.
Needs cables and ,.ohts. $50. Call 377. $125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully fur- UC BERKELEY. Summer
sublet quiet,
2788.
nished home at 440 Elizabeth St. Neer modern, I bedroom, furnished apt. Near
To place an ad:
Sante Clara St. Will campus.
JuneSept. 848-6611.
;ie. FORD FA1RLANE convertible, r/Is corner of S. 10th &
4 college students. 2
T Bird interceptor engine. Good condi- accommodate
Visit the
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230. LANE APTS. New, close. spacious. 1
’ nn. $325. 248-3804.
bedroom apts. designed for groups of 3.
SUMMER RENTALS. New apts. $30 per Individual closets & 2
IT’S-CORViTTE WEATHER. A ’57
bathrooms. Also 2
Classified
Adv.
Office -J206
parson. I & 2 bedroom furnis ed apts. bedroom, 2 bath apts.
fele, beartt/ .
goinp once ....toir,q
Summer rates
635 S. 1 I th St. 295-4414.
$35/porson. 439 S. 4th. 286 4442.
$795. Mark Lancaster. 25R
Daily
I & 2 BEDROOM, completely furnished,
All electric kitchen.
LOST AND FOUND 161
1949 M G-TO.--13eT-r;ifer over $1,000 carpets & drapes.
10:30 - 3:30
Summer rates. 298 6977 or 248-9145.
Right hand drive, excellent condition. en
REWARD. Gold ring with blue stone. Inqinn rebuilt. 296-5284.
$25 PER MAN. per month for summer:
scription
MTVITT
MI38.
$5
reward.
Submit
ads
2 publicafions days prior
$43.75 in fall. Modern, all electric, furn’56 CHEVY 6 cylinder stick. Good con
to day ad is to run.
ished, carpets, drapes. TV. 3 blocks Lost in library. Call 867-1870.
dition. $160. 766 S. 9th, apt. 5. Call
from campus. 431 E. St. John St., *4.
298-6317 after 5 p.m.
PERSONALS (7)
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
1 295-5022 after 5 p.m. Pete.
cash or check. Maks check out to
’59 VOLKSWAGEN. Clean. good condi THE CAMPUS, is now accepting reser- CUSTOM
MADE
contemporary
wedding
tion. $650. Call 245-2255.
vations for summer & fall. Summer rates, ings. Original jewelry in cast gold & fil- Spartan Daily Classifieds.
$70.$100 for 2-4 people. Fall rates, $140 er. G. Larimore 354-1273.
Oltnno 7044414. Fee. 2465
’63 SUNBEAM ALPINE. Good condition.
$160 2 bedroom. 555 S. 8th.
Gets oreat mileage. $1.200 or best offer. or
Call 245.2596.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished, featuring fireplace, 2 baths, large closets,
FOR SALE 13)
CLASSIFIED RATES
sun deck. color TV, party room. Close to
To buy. sell, rent or
SJS. Now taking reservations. Also.
announce anything,
TEACHER MUST SELL: ’63 Austin roommates needed. Manager, 215 5.1
Minimum
Hoe’s, ’64 Honda Dream, trailer, ’64 12th St., #2. 292.9170 or 379-5233.
!
Three lines One time Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
Snipe sailboat & 49 Chevy. 379-4496
One time
this
handy
order
fur-i
bedroom
1
&
2
RENTALS.
SUMMER
after 4 o
blank.
3 lines
1.50
nitind apts. Garage, wash & dry. Avail2.25
2.50
able June I. 294-3810, a.m. & after 6
4 lines
HELP WANTED (4)
2.00
2.75
3.00
ITrn
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
FELLOWS-GALS. Full or part-time work ROOMMATE NEEDED for fall semester.
Send
tn:
Spartan
Daily
in magazine sales by phone. Hours ar- Girl who will be student teaching. Call
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
CI ASSIFI EDS,
Cheryl, 286-5740.
ranged. Salary plus bonus. 298-4479.
Add this
1206, San lose State
amount
for
so
SUMMER OPENINGS FOR college stu- SUMMER RENTAL Furnished, 3 bedCollege, San lose,
.50
.50
each addi
dents. Selling general products. Can room house. Room for 4 students. $110
Calif. 95114.
tional line
continue at your convenience during a month. 285 S. 12141 St. 297-4497.
school year. Highest route sales com- 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS. Sum
Print your ad here:
mission. Basic sales experience & business mar rates. $75 & $85 per month. 433 S.
(C,ount approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
training. Scholarships available for most 7th St. or call 298.0896, evenings.
for Each Line)
CLASSIFICATION
promising leaders. Contact Mr. Barrett,
STATE HOUSE, 508 S. 1 Ith. Now ac
Do Not Abbreviate
297-4109, 4-5 p.m.
&
fall.
for
summer
cepting reservations
O Announcements (1)
No refunds possible on canceled ads.
2 GIRLS parttime work in nursery Furnished, 2 bedroom. 2 bath, ample
0 Automotive (2)
school. Room, board and salary. Spromer clormt space. Summer rates: 2-$80, 3El For Sale (3)
month.
per
Dor
Fall
$180
4-$100.
& (or) fell. Phone 286-0883. Neer SJS. $90,
O Help Wanted (4)
month. Call managers 292.7195.
IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. Telnplinne
O Housing (5)
soliritabons fnr advertising program fnr SUMMER SUBLET 1 bedroom, furnisrted.
O Lost and Found (6)
world’s largest portrait co. Hours 9 a.m.. apt. Linens, TV. balcony, stereo, electrir
t p.m. or 4.8 p.m. Will _Nein. Salary plus kitchen, pool, sauna, recreation room.
Personals (7)
commission. Call 248-7550. Olan Mills Call evenings 968-7833.
D Services (8)
Studio.
SUMMER RATES. $75 per month, inO Transportation (9)
cludes all utilities. Large completely furBASYSITTER, erperienced with infants. nished 3 room apt. Girls or couple. 595
If at all interested, please call 264-3796. S. 9th St. Call 259.1557.
Name
Address
(Please Print)
STUDENTS - -Don’t be conned by En. 2 HOUSES (Christian House). Coeduper
board.
18
meals
cational.
Room
&
cyclopedia come on’s. Get ’a fair shake
City
Phone
_
Start ad on _
and an horest guarantee and work for wnnk Pmervetiont, for WI term. 205 S.
(two
bmr: Soiling Gr.& Book of thn 12th St. 293-9582. after 4 p.m.
Western World. Investigate our SUM Tr t RENT FOR FALL 3 room apt. for I stip
For
Enclosed Is $
schnlarship & tommissinn progr.sm. Cell dents Larne rlosets. aftractiye. $105 par
Ashiurt VS 4104,
month, 400 5, 6th. 292-2250.
’
ANNOUNCEMENTS- Ill

Logic II, the new course aims at
a "general education introduction
to logic and to the philosophy of
logic," Schmidt said.
In place of text books will be
such readings as Plato’s "Phaedo’’
and "Republic," one or two works
by Berkeley and a Bergson selection.
Most of the 240 students enrolled in the course will attend
two lectures and one discussion
section each week. Six specially
selected students will attend two
lectures and one tutorial section
each week.

BUY A BUCKET OF KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
with hot rolls and real chicken gravy

DISCUSSION SECTIONS

( at. Sander’,

Discussion sections will be limited to 18 students; tutorial sections will admit two. All 240 students will attend one large lecture
designed to offer a variety of
points of view since all four instructors will lecture.
Schmidt predicted that although
the lectures will be larger, smaller
discussion sections will offer more
opportunity for each student to
discuss and examine the material
heard in the lecture section.

ntuckyfriecl
Chicken
TAKE-HOME

Order By Phone!
12th and Santa Clara

286-8685

The new Philosophy 57 is made
possible by the introduction of a
new course, Philosophy 59. Schmidt
describes it as "an introduction to
symbolic logic which will treat
symbolic logic exclusively."
’UPGRADE COURSE’
"This," Schmidt said, ’’will permit the Philosophy Department
to ’upgrade’ the upper-division
logic course, Philosophy 157: Symbolic Logic 157." Because Philosophy 59 will deal only with symbolic
logic, students will be better
grounded in the mathematical configurations, Dr. Schmidt explained.
So the signs of the time- -in logic
at least-will still have a place.
Students declaring philosophy majors in Fall 1966 will be required
to take Philosophy 59 to develop
a symbolic logic background.
Students like John, who are interested in logic only as a part
of their liberal arts background,
will be able to forego the mathematical formality of regular logic.

Spartaguide
TOMORROW
International Student Organization, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and B.
Officers for the fall semester will
Ike nominated. Bob Madsen will
perform opera selections.
Beta Beta Beta, 6:30 p.m., Garden City Hofbrau. Initiation, all
members invited.

,

FOR OUR GRADS
AND ALL SPARTANS

THE SPARTAN DAILY
win c/ose the schoo/ year,
proudiy, with the big

GRADUATION
EDITION
Pick it up Wednesday,

SUNDAY
Roger William% Fellowship, 6.30
p.m., Grace Baptist Church, 484
E. San Fernando St. Seven seniors
will present, "If I Had But One
Message to Give."

JUNE 1

Get the Bug
This Summer

’199 and only $4971 per month oust....
Spartan Volkswagen
1560 N. First St.

286-10-001

